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Radio and television transmitters. Ra- ovens can leak up to 5 milliwatts per 
dar dishes. Electrical power lines. E\'en square centimeter of radiation, and very
microwave ovens. All these fairlv com- high-frequency TV transmitters produce 
monplace modern devices emit electro- upwards of 2 milliwatts per square centi
magnctic radiation of various strengths meter in nearby tall buildings. 
and frequencies, and so rapidly are they One of the major projects m1clcr way 
proliferating that now such radiation is to test the subtler effects of loug-tenn 
continually present in the atmosphere in exposure is being undertaken by psy
urban areas. fu recent years, some scien- chologist Susan Korbel of Ha11)(:r Coilege 
tists have become concerned that ex~ in Iilinois. She has discovered tliat rats 
posure to this radiation over long periods exposed to microwaves at power densi
might cause subtle changes in the health, ties between 0.5 and J..5 milliwatts per 
behavior and even the genes of human square centimeter become more slng
beings. Recently; controlled studies on gish, more emotional and slower to !cam 
!aboratorv animals have confirmed some such tasks as swimming through a water 
of these fears and forced government ex- maze. Exactly why this is so remains a 
perts to rethink their safety standards for mystery, although Korbel notes that 
exposure to electromagnetic radiation. some Russian studies have hinted that 

The forms of radiation involved in the the radiation breaks down enzymes, the 
experiments run the whole length of tlw vital chemicals that control many of the 
radio spectrum: microwaves, which ema- body's functions. In a search for genetic 
nate from microwave ovens, radar and efiects of microwaves, Korbel is now start
medical diathermy units; medium- to ing a study that involves pregnant rats. 
ultra-high-frequency radiation, produced Timing: In a related investigation, vV. 
by radio and television transmitters; and Ros3 Adel'.. of UCLA's Brain Research In
extra-low- to low-frequency signals, stitute has found that monkevs trained 
whose sources include radio navigation to press a lever every five se~onds lose 

.. devices and military communications sys- their sense of timing when subjected to 
tems. Researchers know that high intensi- radbtion at frequencies similar to .those 
ties of these forms of radiation kill living of brain waves. Such frequeucies could 
tissues by generating heat inside them, be produced by power lines or heavy 
but they have scant idea of the effects machinery. From these experiments, says 
produced by the smaller, but ever-grow- Janet Healer of the White House Office 
ing, intensities that permeate the atmos- "of Telecommunications Policy, "it is clear 
phere. Current U.S. safety standards that these radiations can affect animals 
designate a power density of 10 milli- at both a physiological and behavioral 
watts per square centimeter as a level of level." 
exposure below which injury is unlikely, The experiments, along with investiga
but this gauge takes into account only tions at 33 other universities, form part 
the heating effect of the radiation; it of a five-year survey of electromagnetic 
was compiled long before the recent radiation undertaken by OTP to try to 
studies of the effects of such radiation pinpoint the · hazards and to find safe
on animal behavior and genetics. guards against them. The office, which 

The actual power densities involved issued its second annual report to Con
in the radiation sources under study vary gress last week, noted that "man may 
widely, Some radar dishes produce in- soon enter an era of energy pollution of 
tensities as high as 100 milliwatts per the environment comparable, in public 
square centimeter in the area immedi- health and ecologic implications, to the 
ately in front of them, although this di- chemical pollution of today." 
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